P-SERIES OPTIONS

The energy efficient P-Series incorporates excellent insulating properties
where the heat reflecting glass surface creates a cooler workplace while
maintaining the heating efficiency of the oven. The excellent ergonomic
design of the oven with its solid, robust and compression-spring door
construction along with the stainless steel, bead-blasted handles provides a good work environment as does the optimum height between
decks.

Dimensions

1. Premium design

P200
Width: 44 1/8”
Depth: 23 1/4”
Depth with canopy: 27”
Max. 2 decks.

Exclusive optional equipment with specially designed canopy and practical 		
pull-out shelving with integrated bowls and an intelligent control panel with smart,
built-in features such as the ability to program the oven by simply pushing a button
for increased or decreased work loads depending on orders. The premium design
also offers the ability to use a preset weekly schedule in which time and temperature can be set for seven days.

2. Digital control panel SD-Touch
Intelligent panel with unique user interface produced for pizza ovens. Simple operation with options for advanced or simplified operation. Incorporates weekly scheduling with the ability to program for all seven days of the week. Individual adjustments
per deck.

3. Separate connections per deck
Separate electrical supply per deck for separate feeding and lower connection
power.

4. Choice of colors
The oven is available in a red or black finish.

5. Unassembled deck
The oven is shipped unassembled. Recommended for installation in tight spaces.

P400
Width: 44 1/8”
Depth: 36”
Depth with canopy: 39 3/4”
Max. 3 decks.
P600
Width: 56 1/8”
Depth: 36”
Depth with canopy: 39 3/4”
Max. 3 decks.
P800 / P800D
Width: 72”
Depth: 36” / 41 3/4”
Depth with canopy:
39 3/4” / 45 1/2”
Max. 3 decks.

6. Double glazed oven door
Makes the oven more heat efficient and gives a better working climate in the
restaurant kitchen.

P200

P400

Premium design*
Separate connections per deck
Digital control panel SD-Touch, per deck
Available in black or red
Without pull-out shelves and legs with
lockable wheels
Unassembled deck
Double glazed oven door
*Bowl and pull-out shelves not included in P200.
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